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Technical Memorandum 

To:  Truckee Meadows Storm Water Permit Coordinating Committee  

From:  Jeff Curtis, PhD, Senior Water Resources Scientist, Stantec Consulting Services Inc. 

Date:  December 16, 2013 

Agreement: Reno Contract Code I700021-2118 (SAP and 303(d) Development for the TM SWPCC)  

Subject: Storm Water Monitoring Considerations on Thomas and Whites Creek  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Agenda Item 11 of the February 23, 2012 meeting of the Truckee Meadows Storm Water Permit 
Coordinating Committee (SWPCC) was a discussion of equipment and gaging needs on tributaries 
currently monitored in the Sample Analysis Plan (SAP).  As per the approved meeting notes, Chairman 
Martini “suggested possibly moving forward with a pilot project with one flume to determine the 
benefit.”  Ms. Svetich made a motion “to initiate the process to install a sampling station and directed 
Mr. Kropf to bring back a more definitive proposal or concept to the next meeting so the committee can 
determine on which level it wishes to go”.  The motion carried unanimously. 

An area of interest identified by City of Reno and Washoe County staff is lower Thomas and Whites 
Creeks.  Present sampling locations for both creeks are limited to the reaches east of I-580.  West of 
I-580, both streams travel through heavily developed areas before emptying into Steamboat Creek.  
With all of the Impoundments, underground piping, wetlands and flood control elements, the flow path 
of both tributaries become very complex as they transect the valley bottom. 

The intent of this memorandum is to supply information and general considerations for adding sample 
collection and gaging sites on lower Thomas and Whites Creeks (for possible inclusion into the SAP).  
Presented in this memo are various items, in no particular order, to be considered if it is deemed 
appropriate to add two new tributary monitoring and gaging locations. 

SAMPLE PLANS 

Sampling plans need goals and objectives.  The goals and objectives of the sampling effort should outline 
what is to be accomplished by implementing the sampling program.  You should know what you want to 
answer and this dictates the type of data you need to collect, locations, frequencies, and parameters 
monitored.   

From a storm water perspective, the results of a monitoring program can be used to assess the 
effectiveness of control measures and BMPs, and ultimately the overall success of the storm water 
management program (SWMP).  Storm water quality sampling provides quantitative (i.e., numeric) data 
to determine the extent of pollutant concentrations in runoff.   
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In the most current Truckee Meadows Storm Water Monitoring and Sample Analysis Plan (SAP, Dec, 
2012) the sampling program goal was:  

“Through monitoring, research and investigation, develop a better understanding of how runoff 
affects the receiving waters within the MS4 Permit area over time.” 

In support of this overall program goal, four storm water monitoring objectives were identified: 

1. Continue to characterize the background and rain event water quality in the major tributaries to 
the Truckee; 

2. Collect the data necessary to improve our understanding of storm water effects on the 303(d) 
and TMDL listed constituents; 

3. Measure the background and rain event water quality in selected outfalls, catchments and land 
use types within the MS4 permit area; 

4. Conduct special studies and investigations as the needs arise and funding is available to better 
understand storm water issues in the area. 

Three different monitoring (sample collection) activities were developed to accomplish the above 
objectives: 

1. Tributary Monitoring; 

2. Outfall Storm Event Monitoring;  

3. Special Studies and Projects. 

Although not technically a monitoring program, the SWPCC identified the desire and utility in conducting 
special studies and investigations as needs arise and funding is available.  At this time, no special studies 
are underway; however, based on loading to the Truckee River, a special study on Steamboat Creek is 
likely on the top of the list from a TMDL perspective and a future storm water waste load allocation.   

At some point the Truckee Meadows sample collection effort likely needs to transition its monitoring 
program from concentration based sampling to loads.  Load calculations require both constituent 
concentration and flow rate data.  Therefore, future sampling locations will need a corresponding flow 
measuring gage and automated samplers.  

CHANGE IN 303(D) LISTED IMPAIRMENTS WITHIN THE MS4 PERMIT AREA 

The most current (approved) version of the 303(d) list is the Nevada 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated 
Report with EPA Overlisting  (NDEP, May 2013).   On March 16th of 2012, NDEP issued its DRAFT Nevada 
2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report for public review and comment (open until April 22nd of 2012).  
It was the listings provided in the Draft Integrated Report that the TM SWPCC considered and 
commented on. 
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At some point after public comment but before finalizing the Integrated Report, NDEP added five 
additional impairments to three different waterbodies (four reaches) within the Permit area.  
Impairments added between the Draft and Final Nevada 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report with 
EPA Overlisting are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1.  303(d) Listed Water Quality Impairments Added to Waters within the MS4 Permit between 
NDEP Issuance of the Draft and Final 2008-10 Integrated Reports 

 

Waterbody Waterbody ID Reach Impairment 
Added 

Steamboat Creek  NV06-SC-42-D_00 

Steamboat Creek - From gaging station number 
10349300, located in the S 1/2 of section 33, T. 18 
N., R. 20 E., M.D.B. & M., to its confluence with 
the Truckee River 

Fe 

Whites Creek NV06-SC-63-B_03 Whites Creek, Middle Fork - From Whites Creek, 
South Fork to Steamboat Creek 

Fecal Coliform, 
Fe 

Whites Creek NV06-SC-54-B_00 

Whites Creek, North and South Forks, and Whites 
Creek - Below the East line of section 33, T. 18 N., 
R. 19 E., M.D.B. & M. to Steamboat Ditch, 
including North and South Forks 

Fe 

Chalk Creek NV06-TR-77_00 Chalk Creek - From its origin to the Truckee River Se 

Source Nevada 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report with EPA Overlisting (NDEP, May 2013)  

The water quality impairments listed in Table 1  were added to the state’s 303(d) list by request of EPA, 
hence the “with EPA Overlisting” in the document title.  EPA determined that in many cases, several 
waterbodies were proposed for delisting where the delist reason was “generalized as insufficient 
information so further monitoring is needed."  EPA requested NDEP to support the delisting through 
“sufficient monitoring.” 

THOMAS CREEK 
The headwaters of Thomas Creek are at about 9,000 feet in elevation and originate in an alpine bowl 
about two miles north of Mount Rose peak (Hillside Design, 2011).  The creek flows east down a rocky 
steep canyon through relatively undisturbed forest land (with the exception of a dirt road and some 
trails) and emerges at Timberline Road, the boundary between National Forest lands and the MS4 
permit area.  Upon entering the valley, the creek flows down the alluvial fan through low density 
housing developments.  In the low country, the stream enters a blend of ranch property and large 3 to 
10 acre residential lots near Thomas Creek Road.  Thomas Creek crosses under I-580 a few hundred feet 
north of South Meadows Parkway and is conveyed in underground pipes and in flood control channels 
before it empties into Alexander Lake.  Discharge from Alexander Lake flows approximately 300 feet to 
the confluence with Whites Creek prior to discharging into Steamboat Creek.  The approximate flow 
path of Thomas Creek is shown in Figure 1 as the red line (blue line is Whites Creek).  
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Figure 1.  Approximate Flow Plath of Thomas (Red) and Whites Creek (Blue) East of I-580 
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Summarized in Table 2 are the 303(d) listed water quality impairments for two different reaches on 
Thomas Creek as listed on the most recent list (Nevada’s 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report with 
EPA Overlisting; NDEP, May 2013).  Thomas Creek is listed as impaired for aquatic life due to zinc (Zn) 
from the “source to National Forest Boundary” and for arsenic (As) and Boron (B) below Steamboat 
Ditch (presumably to the confluence with Steamboat Creek?).  The two listed sections are essentially the 
upper and the lower portions of Thomas Creek, with no listed impairments in the “middle reach”.  The 
changes from NDEP’s 2008-2010 list and the 2006 approved 303(d) list include the delisting of zinc (Zn) 
in the lower reach. 

Table 2.  Thomas Creek 303(d) Listed Water Quality Impairments* 
 

Waterbody Waterbody ID Impaired Reach 
Water Quality 

Impairment Reach Narrative 

Thomas 
Creek 

NV06-SC-55-A_00 
Thomas Creek - From 
source to National Forest 
Boundary 

Zn Thomas Creek - From source to National 
Forest Boundary 

NV06-SC-64_00 Thomas Creek - Below 
Steamboat Ditch As, B 

This segment starts at the Steamboat 
ditch crossing (near Ventana Parkway 
and Thomas Creek Road) and flows NE, 
crosses S. Virginia near Winco Foods, 
flows under I-580 a few hundred feet 
north of South Meadows Parkway and 
into a reasonably large (4 ac?), 
unnamed? impoundment situated in the 
NW corner of S. Meadows Parkway and 
Double R Boulevard. 
 

Waters exiting the impoundment flow 
largely underground until entering 
manmade flood control channels on the 
north side of Trademark Drive.  These 
channels also serve as impoundment 
until Thomas Creek ultimately enters 
Alexander Lake.  Outfall waters from 
Alexander Lake flow approximately 300 
feet to the confluence with Whites Creek 
and ultimately enter Steamboat Creek 
approximately 0.5 miles away (at Short 
Lane) 

*Source: Nevada 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report with EPA Overlisting (NDEP, May 2013)  

 
Thomas Creek has no stream gages.  Washoe County has water rights to Thomas Creek and at times 
pumps water from near Alexander Lake up to the South Truckee Meadows effluent storage reservoir to 
supplement demands for reuse water.     

Under the present SWPCC Sampling Plan, samples are collected in two locations (Thomas Creek at 
Timberline Rd. and Thomas Creek at South Meadows Pkwy.).  No sample collection or water quality 
monitoring data are being collected east of I-580.   
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WHITES CREEKS 

Depending on interpretation, Whites Creek has anywhere from two to four forks, all of which either 
vanish or ultimately enter Steamboat Creek.  The stream reaches become complicated due to 
development, splitter boxes, and manmade channel alteration.  Like most of the creeks within the MS4, 
Whites creek originates in the mountains to the west at an elevation of approximately 9,000 feet.  
Whites Creek emerges from a steep canyon near Timberline Road (East Reno).  From this point, the 
creek flows down the alluvial fan through mostly low density housing developments.  At Whites Creek 
Park (south side of Arrow Creek Parkway and Wolf Run Golf Course), a concrete diversion box splits 
flows, about equally, into a north and south fork (Hillside Designs, 2011).  From the north fork, shortly 
after the diversion box, a middle branch splits off.  Similarly, another reach originates from the southern 
branch, depending on the season and flow rate.  West of I-580, much of the land use is mixed, low 
density residential with livestock.  East of I-580, most of the land use is high density residential with 
wetlands, straightened alignment and some constructed green space. 

NDEP has divided Whites Creek into five control sections (NDEP, 2013).  Three reaches are listed as 
impaired (Table 3).  The Middle Fork of Whites Creek (from the South Fork of Whites Creek to 
Steamboat Creek) was 303(d) listed in March of 2012 for Total Phosphorus (tot-P) and Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) and for Fecal Coliform (a group of bacteria that includes E. coli) and iron (Fe) in May of 2013.  
The North Fork (below Steamboat Ditch, to Steamboat Creek?) is listed for E. coli (non-supporting 
Recreation Involving Body Contact). 

Table 3.  Whites Creek 303(d) Listed Water Quality Impairments* 
 

Waterbody 
Waterbody 

ID Impaired Reach 

Water 
Quality 

Impairment Narrative 

Whites 
Creek 

NV06-SC-
63-B_03 

Whites Creek, Middle Fork - 
From Whites Creek, South 
Fork to Steamboat Creek 

E. coli, Fecal 
Coliform, Fe, 

tot-P 

Starts at Whites Creek Lane (off of Wedge 
Parkway, where the Middle and South Forks 
splits ), flows under the interstate (at the Barnes 
and Noble Warehouse?) off of old Virginia Road 
and empties (ends) into Steamboat Creek at 
Damonte Ranch Parkway/Sage Hill Road.  

NV06-SC-
54-B_00 

Whites Creek, North and 
South Forks, and Whites 
Creek - Below the East line 
of section 33, T. 18 N., R. 19 
E., M.D.B. & M. to 
Steamboat Ditch, including 
North and South Forks 

Fe 

This is a new listing and section that needs more 
investigation.  Below Thomas Creek Road, 
Whites Creek splits into two forks. The North 
fork flows towards the lake at the Wolf Run GC 
(Silver Wolf Road?).  The South Fork ends near 
Green Springs Drive (Wedge Parkway to 
Wisteria). 

NV06-SC-
63-B_01 

Whites Creek, North Fork - 
Below Steamboat Ditch E. Coli 

Reach starts at the lake at the Wolf Run GC 
(Silver Wolf Road?), crosses Zolezzi Lane, Runs  
behind Wal-Mart, crosses under the interstate, 
flows through the Double Diamond wetland, 
and combines with Thomas Creek west of the 
intersection of Double Diamond Parkway and S. 
Meadows Parkway. 

*Source: Nevada 2008-10 Water Quality Integrated Report with EPA Overlisting (NDEP, May 2013)  
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Whites Creek has a USGS operated stream gage at the MS4 boundary at Timberline Road and a gage on 
the lower reach near the confluence with Steamboat Creek.  Washoe County operates and monitors this 
lower gage and there is some question as to if operation will continue.   

Under the present SWPCC Sampling Plan, samples are collected in two locations (Whites Creek at 
Timberline Road and Whites Creek at Old Virginia Road (west of I-580).  No sample collection or water 
quality monitoring data are being collected east of I-580.   

AVAILABLE WATER QUALITY DATA FOR THOMAS AND WHITES CREEKS  

Thomas and Whites Creeks have been monitored for the past 8 years as part of the SWPCC program. 
Data is available to the public on the Truckee River Info Gateway (TRIG) website.  Presented in Tables 4 
and 5 is a summary of the water quality for data for Thomas and Whites Creeks, by location, of the data 
collected between March 2003 and September 2010.  For reference, data for Steamboat Creek was 
included in the Tables. 

Table 4.  Summary of the Truckee Meadows Storm Water Quality Data for Thomas, Whites and 
Steamboat Creeks (Laboratory Data) 

 

Monitoring Site TSS (mg/L) TOT-P (mg/L) TOT-N (mg/L) 

min max avg n min max avg n min max avg n 

Thomas Creek at Timberline Dr 1 14 5 25 0.04 0.08 0.06 25 0.10 0.50 0.24 26 

Thomas Creek at South Meadows Pkwy 1 41 10 26 0.04 0.16 0.09 26 0.18 0.90 0.47 26 

Whites Creek at Timberline Dr 1 52 7 24 0.02 0.06 0.03 26 0.15 0.36 0.16 26 

Whites Creek at Old Virginia Hwy 1 61 15 26 0.02 0.31 0.06 26 0.11 1.00 0.32 26 

Steamboat Canal at Rhodes Rd 1 78 9 24 0.04 0.38 0.13 26 0.30 1.57 0.65 26 

Steamboat Canal at Cleanwater Way 1 55 26 25 0.16 0.35 0.24 25 0.83 7.13 1.66 25 

 

Water Quality Observations 
 

• TSS concentrations in Thomas and Whites approximately double within the urban area   

• Tot-P concentration in Thomas and Whites is approximately ½ that of Steamboat Creek 

• Tot-N concentration in Thomas Creek is slightly higher on average than Whites Creek  

• TDS concentrations in Thomas and Whites approximately double within the urban area 

• Average flow rate of Thomas and Whites is the same at Timberline Road 
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Table 5.  Summary of the Truckee Meadows Storm Water Quality Data for Thomas, Whites and Steamboat Creeks (Field Data) 
 

Monitoring Site 
Temp (°C) Conductivity (mS/cm) pH Flow (cfs) 

min max avg n min max avg n min max avg n min max avg n 

Thomas Cr at Timberline Dr 0.0 15.2 6.9 20 0.08 0.11 0.09 20 6.5 8.0 7.5 20 0.0 23 4.1 26 

Thomas Cr at South Meadows Pkwy 0.1 22.3 10.8 20 0.02 0.17 0.12 20 7.1 8.7 7.6 20 0.0 11 2.2 26 

Whites Cr at Timberline Dr 0.2 14.8 5.6 20 0.05 0.10 0.07 20 6.1 12.1 7.1 20 0.0 13 4.0 26 

Whites Cr at Old Virginia Hwy 0.0 18.0 9.3 20 0.06 0.77 0.14 20 6.7 8.1 7.5 20 0.0 15 2.9 26 

Steamboat Canal at Rhodes Rd 2.5 21.2 10.6 22 0.13 0.61 0.30 22 7.2 8.6 7.7 22 0.0 70 7.8 26 

Steamboat Canal at Clean Water Way 0.2 23.3 14.3 21 0.09 1.19 0.62 21 7.9 9.0 8.2 21 0.0 72 31 26 
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POTENTIAL SAMPLING AND FLOW MEASUREMENT - ALTERNATIVE 1 

Flow measurements and water quality sampling on Thomas and Whites Creeks east of I-580 will be 
challenging because the waters are often underground, not moving, shallow, and influenced by 
diversions.  The conveyance channels can be expected to be choked with aquatic vegetation.  
Furthermore, it is likely that these tributaries are under the influence of groundwater inputs much of the 
year.  A desirable sample collection site would have the following attributes; be located on public land; 
have elevation so the backwater influence can be minimized; and have good (and safe) year-around 
accessibility. If the committee decides to start sample collection on lower Thomas and Whites Creeks, 
two suitable sites have been identified that are close to the confluence with Steamboat Creek that have 
the desirable traits listed above.    
 
Lower Thomas Creek Sample Collection – Alt 1  
Without a site visit, it is assumed that WQ samples can be collected at the outfall of Alexander Lake.  A 
site visit and a conference with Washoe County will be necessary to confirm this.  Backwater conditions 
are unknown.  Depending on the overflow structure, it is anticipated that flow measurement is possible.  
An aerial image of the outfall of Thomas Creek at Alexander Lake is presented in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Aerial Image of the Thomas Creek Outfall at Alexander Lake 
 
At various times of the year, Washoe County pumps water from an impoundment just prior to 
Alexander Lake, a treated effluent reservoir for reuse purposes.  In the event that sampling the outfall of 
Alexander Lake is infeasible, a possible fallback location is the County pumping station.  An aerial image 
of the South Truckee Meadows WRF pump station is presented in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3.  Aerial Image of the Alternate Lower Thomas Creek Sampling Location (at the 
STMWRF Pumping Station) 

 
Lower Whites Creek Sample Collection – Alt 1  
Washoe has installed a flume (within the past year?) on Whites Creek in the lower reach within a few 
hundred feet of the confluence with Thomas Creek.  This flume has telemetry and is presently in 
operation.  This is an excellent location for collecting water quality samples because the creek water is 
flowing and the site is safe, accessible and free of excess vegetation.  This site is located behind a locked 
gate (chain) and would be a safe location to situate an automatic sampler.  With the flume and 
associated electronics, it is assumed that flow proportional samples could be collected quite easily with 
proper interface.   An aerial image of the Washoe County flume on lower Whites Creek is presented in 
Figure 4. 
 
Present understanding is that flume was installed to assist Washoe County with exercising their water 
rights to Whites Creek.  Evidently Whites Creek at this location is a gaining reach (influx of appreciable 
groundwater) and that the data from this stream gage is not capable of providing the information that 
the County desires.  At some point in the future, the telemetry and sensors associated with this device 
may be relocated to another site (see next section).  The flume itself will remain, and can possibly be 
adopted by the SWPCC if desired.  Conversations with the County are merited if this is deemed as a 
desirable monitoring location.   
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Figure 4.  Aerial Image of the Washoe County Flume Location on Lower Whites Creek 
 
 
 
POTENTIAL SAMPLING AND FLOW MEASUREMENT - ALTERNATIVE 2 

Based on water rights, Washoe County on occasion diverts water from both Thomas and Whites Creek.  
As previously noted, the flow measuring station on lower Whites Creek may need to be relocated to 
avoid the measurement of groundwater influx.  The most likely site for relocating this stream gage is the 
existing Washoe County Whites Creek diversion structure located on the east edge of I-580 where the 
creek flows underneath the interstate and exists near the intersection of Double Diamond Parkway and 
Double R Boulevard (see Figure 5).  It is at this location that the County diverts Whites Creek water north 
to the previously noted impoundment (unnamed? - located at the NW corner of S. Meadows Parkway 
and Double R Boulevard) that Thomas Creek flows through.  The approximate flow path the diverted 
water is shown as a dashed blue line in Figure 6.  In Figure 6, Thomas Creek is shown as a solid red line 
and Whites Creek is shown as a solid Blue line. 
 
Lower Thomas Creek Sample Collection – Alt 2  
On the east side of I-580, access to Thomas Creek is extremely limited.  A suitable site for sample 
collection is an improved channel located between I-580 and the southbound off ramp.  Of note is that 
this location is approximately 600 feet east of our current sampling location.  The geometry and stable 
nature of this site (see Figure 6) facilitates simple flow measuring instrumentation.  A photograph of this 
site is shown in Figure 7.  Of issued is that this site in within NDOT right-of-way and would require an 
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NDOT encroachment permit for the installation of flow monitoring equipment (level sensor and data 
recorder). 

 
Figure 5.  Aerial Image of the Washoe County Diversion Structure on Whites Creek 
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Figure 6.  Aerial Image of the Approximate Flow Path of Diverted Whites Creek 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Photograph of a Potential Sample Collection and Flow Measuring Location on Thomas Creek 

at I-580 
 
Lower Whites Creek Sample Collection – Alt 2  
Presumably if Washoe County relocates its Whites Creek flume at the intersection of Double Diamond 
Parkway and Double R Boulevard (Figure 5) it would be a good location for sample collection (accessible, 
safe, free from growth, etc.).  Flow measurement equipment could be used for the collection of flow-
base composite storm event samples.  
 
FLOW RATE MEASURING ALTERNATIVES 

Weirs and flumes are the traditional (primary) devices used for decades to measure stream discharge.  
To provide continuous recording of flow rate, these devices require some type of level sensor (pressure 
transducers, bubble meters, ultrasonic, etc.), a power supply and a data recorder or telemetry.  Recent 
advances in level sensors utilize solar panels for power, modern data storage devices (USB), cellular 
network (non-radio frequency) based telemetry (and alarms), and web-based data access. 
 
A cost savings can be realized if the primary device (a flume or weir) can be eliminated.  Relatively new 
in the market place are flow measuring devices than can be placed under bridges or in culverts (circular, 
boxed or irregular) that are combined level (pressure transducer) and velocity (Doppler) sensors.  
Coupled with a microprocessor based data storage device and programmed with the correct geometry, 
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flow rate can be read directly.  One example of such a sensor is manufactured by MACE USA.  The Mace 
FloPro XCi™ sensor is 0.6” high, 2” wide and 5” long and designed to be bolted to the bottom of a culvert 
(an application sheet is attached as an example of technology and not an endorsement or 
recommendation).   
 
Without the cost of installing a primary device, the cost of instrumenting a culvert to measure flow is 
around $4,000 to $6,000 per site, appreciably lower than citing and installing weirs and flumes ($20L?).  
Aside from eliminating the cost of purchasing a prefabricated fiberglass device, the installation of a 
conventional flow measurement station may require engineering (i.e., stream flow modeling to size the 
device and reduce washout potential while maintaining measurement sensitivity); survey (to insure the 
approach is within the requirements of the device); a geotechnical report (for the required concrete 
work in the channel and required embankment reinforcement); a working in waterways (404); and 
potentially an ACOE permit;  
 
Utilizing an existing (pre-engineered) hydraulic feature (like a culvert or bridge pass) as the primary 
device eliminates one very expensive component in flow measuring.  The limitations of such devices are 
the ability to measure low flows and the assumed propensity for ice related issues in cold weather.   
 



Road culvert flow 
measurement 

Most water districts have countless 
numbers of road crossings through 
which storm water and water channels 
are flowing. They can take the shape 
of a typically “boxed” section or a 
round pipe (both full or partially 
full). Road culverts therefore, provide 
an extremely precise cross-section 
through which to measure flow.

The flexibility of the MACE FloPro XCi 
for measuring these flows can not be 
overstated. No matter whether the 
culvert is “boxed” or “piped”, flowing 
partially full or completely full, there is 
a sensor configuration ideally suited. 
With the free software configuration 
tools FloCalc and FloCom+, the user 
can simply enter the correct channel 
dimensions into the FloPro XCi device.  
With the ability to measure flow in 
multiple pipes or culverts, the MACE 
FloPro is an extremely affordable 
option where the user needs to 
measure flow under a road crossing 
with multiple cross-sections.

In the example shown, the FloPro XCi 
is measuring the velocity and depth 
of flow in twin pipes with MACE 
Doppler area/velocity sensors. With a 
MACE WebComm card installed, these 
readings are available 24/7 on the 
MACE website, as well as having the 
ability to be alarmed via SMS/email to 
any mobile phone.

CARD SLOT CONFIGURATION SENSORS/PERIPHERALS

GSM AntennaController Doppler Doppler Empty Empty WebComm

0 1 2 3 4 5

MACE Doppler Ultrasonic
Area/Velocity Sensor

MACE Doppler Ultrasonic
Area/Velocity Sensor

FLOPRO XCi 

MACE USA LLC
PO Box 7144, Overland Park, KS 66207, USA.       Phone: 888 440 4215       Fax: 888 440 6999        Email:  info@maceusa.com          www.maceusa.com


